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Motivation

The Effects of Competition and Regulation on Error Inequality in Data-Driven Markets

Fairness is a major concern in machine learning models. Empirically, 
minority groups see worse performance in machine learning models 

• GenderShades, Predictive Inequity, Speech recognition, Facial 
recognition [see 1-4] 

Data-Driven Markets are increasingly common. We focus on settings 
where consumers and users both prefer more accurate models 

• Speech recognition, Search, Matching 
• Not Loans, Insurance, Predictive policing 

In market settings, does monopoly result in unequal error rates? If so, 
does competition mitigate inequality? If not, can we use regulation? 
Use learning theory + economics to answer these questions

Regulation

Implications
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Economic incentives create error inequality in data-driven markets 
Adding competition does not mitigate this incentive under reasonable 

models of competition 
Regulators can improve minority welfare by adding constraints 
Not all regulation is created equal – equal error guarantees impose a 

price of fairness on the majority, while absolute error guarantees do 
not. On the other hand, absolute guarantees do not necessarily prevent 
relative error inequality across groups 

Firms also pay a quantifiable price of fairness that disappears as the 
minority group becomes large in absolute size even if still relatively small 

Society must choose when, where, and how to regulate error inequality; 
should not expect the market to take care of itself 

These results are relatively robust to reasonable modeling choices, but do 
not capture all possible scenarios.  

Plenty of room for future work! 
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Learning Theory & Cost Structure
Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) 
framework - firms choose hypothesis from 
fixed class; empirical risk minimization 
produces small error with high probability. 

Firms pay fixed cost of Φg and γg  per 
datapoint. Learning rate q links Mg and εg. 
Assumption: minority group has higher fixed 
cost (Φg > Φg’) and/or per-datapoint cost (γg 
> γg’ ). 
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Framework

    user groups. Firm i buys Mgi i.i.d. datapoints from     , then learn 
separate models for each group with worst-case excess error rates εgi. 

Users choose among firms/outside options depending on εgi (and 
demand type). Firms gain revenue from demand weighted by market 
shares µg. Firms optimize profits with respect Mgi. Minority groups have 
less market power and higher data cost (see below).  
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FOC:

Consider a regulator with ability to constrain the monopolist 
either to set approximately equal error rates across groups (1+χ 
ratio) or absolute maximum error χ for each group. 
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Demand Improvement? Weak Assumptions?

Dgi(εgi) = αg - βgεgi+λgj

Dgi = εgj^(ρg) /(εgi^(ρg) + εgj^(ρg)) 

Dgi = 1 iff εgi = min(εgj ,εgj) up to 
some tolerance ζg
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Demand Formal Definition

Firms’ revenue is measured in market share, weighted by 
market sizes µg. We consider various demands, including 
linear, proportional split, or Bertrand-like. 

βg, ρg captures demand elasticity or market competitiveness. 
Assumption: minority group has less elastic (βg < βg’) or less 
competitive (ρg < ρg’) demand. Also assume that minority 
market size is smaller, i.e. µg < µg’. 
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Either type of regulation can improve the situation, with different tradeoffs. 
Equal error imposes a Price of Fairness (regulated εA > monopolist’s 
choice of εA); absolute guarantees can only be imposed up to a point. Both 
types of regulation will affect the monopolist’s profit. 
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Consider a monopolist facing 
linear demand (Maj. Group A, 
Red; Min. Group B, Blue). The 
profit-maximizing first-order 
conditions with respect to data 
investment requires marginal 
revenue equal marginal cost.  

Theorem in a picture: Optimal 
choice of data investment for 
Minority group (MB*) is smaller 
than for Majority group (MA*). 
Since error is linked via: 

εg =O(Mg
1/q )

This implies that εA*< εB*.

Can competition mitigate this 
inequality, relative to monopoly 
setting? We look for Nash 
equilibria under several models 
of competition. 

Answer: No, under all but the 
most extreme models of 
competition.
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THEOREM 1 (MONOPOLY INEQUALITY). Suppose a monopolist with 
learning rate q faces linear demand. Then in any interior optimum, for every 
pair of groups g and g', the error inequality is given by:

THEOREM 3 (INEQUALITY UNDER PROPORTIONAL DEMAND). 
Suppose two firms with learning rate q compete under proportional demand. 
Then in any interior equilibrium, error inequality is given by:
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